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The Benefits of Electronic Giving
Enjoy the convenience of electronic giving.

Church of the Annunciation offers electronic giving, which allows you to make donations on a
scheduled, automatic basis. If you are writing checks and preparing envelopes each week, you will
especially appreciate electronic giving. It is convenient for you and provides much needed donation
consistency for our church.

It's timely.

By setting up a recurring monthly contribution directly from your bank account, you establish
your gift to God as a priority in your budget. You can also choose to give for special Church days, such as
Holy Days of Obligation and for other Parish activities like AYM or Building Improvements.

It's simple.

You will not need to remember if you gave this month or to send in your offering check when
you are out of town. And, you can call the business office anytime with changes.

It's secure.

An electronic gift cannot be lost or stolen.

There are no distractions.

Instead of remembering to write your contribution check and bring it to church with you, you
can be assured that your gift has already been processed.

It benefits the Church and the people we serve.

Electronic giving saves the Church time and money. It saves the Church time due to the

reduction in envelopes needing to be counted by our weekly volunteer team. It saves the Church
money by reducing the number of envelopes that are mailed out.

How to get started.

Electronic contributions can be made by using a checking or savings account. Fill out the back of
this form and return it to the Business Office with a voided check or deposit slip. You can also put it in
an envelope marked "EFT" and drop it in the collection basket.
Refer a friend or need to update your information?
Form also online at www.annunciationmsp.org
Questions? Contact Tom Konz at tkonz@annunciationmsp.org or 612-824-9993 x255

